MEMORIAL GIFTS

In memory of Agnes Breen Moore
Betty Schmidt

In memory of Alene Marie Combs
Wayne Gilbert

In memory of Algertha Thomas Roges
Harvey Collins, Ph.D

In memory of Alice W. Freeman
Mr. Calvin Kroll

In memory of All Souls
Maria Catapano

In memory of Allan Brice
Claire Collins

In memory of Allen Taylor
Jerry Caldwell

In memory of Alyce Trice
Debra Mcgrath

In memory of Amelia G. Carroll
Mrs. B. Dobbs

In memory of Andy Domagola
Terry & Paul Domagola

In memory of Angelina Raposa
Frank Raposa

In memory of Ann Lytte
L. C. Lytte

In memory of Anton Swampillai
Christy Edward

In memory of Barb McKenzie
Mrs. Judy Garascia

In memory of Barbara Ann Fair
Cindy Hipsher

In memory of Baxter Reid
Stuart Reid

In memory of Bernard A. Grenda
Beverly Grenda

In memory of Bernice H. Wright
Mr. Robert Wright

In memory of Bernie Geier
Barbara H. Geil

In memory of Bernie Geier
Constance Hazard

In memory of Betty Boik
Mrs. Louise M. Heaberlin-Goff

In memory of Bill & Dave Owsley
Lynn Carlsen

In memory of Bill Dietzen
Mr. Merle Vanvleet

In memory of Blanche Westrich
Robert Westrich

In memory of Bobbi Carbajal
Leo Carbajal

In memory of Bradley Waters
Iris Waters

In memory of Brenda C. Pack Thacker
Terry W. Thacker

In memory of Brian Moncsko
Warren Moncsko

In memory of Buck Hyatt
C. W. Hyatt

In memory of Bud Harenchar
Sue Harenchar

In memory of C. Neal Yongue
Mr. Andrew M. Rohman

In memory of Carol Needham
Ellen K. Gower

In memory of Carolyn Macdonald
Dolores Clouthier

In memory of Carolyn Watkins
RoseMarie C. Davidson

In memory of Charles G. Ames
Janice Ames

In memory of Charlie & Philip Naseef
Victor Naseef

In memory of Charlie Bailey
Betty Bailey

In memory of Chris Nelson
Ms. Pamela Jernigan

In memory of Christopher Kernan
Lynn M. Kernan

In memory of Col Robert &
Maudine Black Coleman
Cheryl N. Lee

In memory of Dan Deahl
Thomas Lampros

In memory of Del Meek
Wilma Meek

In memory of Derek
Sigrid Brooks

In memory of Donna Deliberto
Richard Albert Jr

In memory of Doris Williams
Faith Ogden

In memory of Dorothy Otto
Robert Otto

In memory of Dr. & Mrs. Marshall Barringer
Robert P. Barringer

In memory of Edna Farkas
Rita Ralston

In memory of Edward Hartman
Edward Briggs

In memory of Elaine Simmester
Pamela Lindgren

In memory of Eleanor Werthmann
Mr. Milton Werthmann

In memory of Elizabeth Smith
Mrs. Jean Z. Hagler

In memory of Ellen Masin
Ellen Thomas

In memory of Elodia M. Aranda
Mr. Ralph Aranda

In memory of Elvera Iskander
Victor Khalil

In memory of Eric Goodridge
Rocco Brienzo

In memory of Erik Schultz
Marsha Lowry

In memory of Euphie Ennis
Mr. Paul Anderson

In memory of Eve Levay
Jim & Carolyn Levay

In memory of Extended McKenzie
Sue A. Preston

In memory of Father Beiting
Diana Kelley

In memory of Father Ralph Beiting
Ms. Barbara Evers

In memory of Forrest Carr
Ms. Jeanne Stubbe

In memory of Fr Ralph Beiting
Marilyn Boron

In memory of Fr. Ralph Beiting
Linda Smith

In memory of Frances Hurst
Ms. Barbara Evers

In memory of Francetta Shelton
Rhonda Shelton

In memory of Frank Depoole
Joe P. DePoole

In memory of Fred Taylor
Eunice Metzler

In memory of Fred Taylor
Mary Walters

In memory of Fred Webb
Judy Feistritzer

In memory of Gabriel Levine
Elinore Levine
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In memory of George A. Drew Jr.
Ms. Paula Drew

In memory of Gilbert Wijesinha
Sena Wijesinha

In memory of Gilda Fernandez
Ms. Gilda Salazar Conger

In memory of Glenn Hughes
Mrs. Joanne Price

In memory of Gregory J. Hillman
Lyndia Hillman

In memory of Guenther Parczany
W. Parczany

In memory of Harold & Barbara Noe
Mr. & Mrs. Kevin Vonweihe

In memory of Harriet & RaymonD. Wilson
Amy Krebs

In memory of Harry M. Caudill
Mrs. Anne F. Caudill

In memory of Harry Taylor
Mr. Harry Taylor

In memory of Helen Economides
Ms. Amelia Yacalls

In memory of Husband Nicolo
Mrs. Giovina Uva

In memory of Irene Pedersen
Mr. & Mrs. Keith Hill

In memory of Irene Popson
John Popson

In memory of J B Mankin
Mr. Merle Vanvleet

In memory of Jacob Garfinkle
Ms. Carol Carrington

In memory of James Douglas Roberts
Mrs. Beth Roberts

In memory of James Rooney
Mae Rooney

In memory of Jeffery Kearney
Mrs. Karen Malabre

In memory of Jim Johnson
Mr. Ralph Napier

In memory of Joan Bringham
Mr. Paul H. Bringham

In memory of Joan M. Isdale
Mr. George M. Isdale

In memory of Joanne Osterman
Colleen Boles

In memory of Joanne Osterman
Diane Harrison

In memory of Joanne Osterman
Mindy Fang

In memory of Joanne Osterman
Otto Mertz

In memory of Joe Spead
Mary Spead

In memory of John David Groft
Kathy W. Groft

In memory of John F. McGinley
Mr. Jim T. McGinley

In memory of John Gillespie, Jr.
Bonnie G & Edward Burgess

In memory of John Leonard Franklin
Lauren Franklin

In memory of John R. Waldron Sr.
Mr. John Waldron

In memory of Joanahtan Ruspi
Susanna Ruspi

In memory of Joseph & Josephine Fellner
Mrs. Carol Fellner

In memory of Joseph Foltz
William Coleman

In memory of Joseph H. Holley
Ms. Gail Holley

In memory of Joyce Steltenkamp
Jim & Joyce Steltenkamp

In memory of Joyce Thomas
Frederick Thomas

In memory of Juanita & Joseph Jr. Neubert
Patricia Hamman

In memory of Juynema Steele
Juynema Steele

In memory of Katharina Kolling
Mr. Michael J. Kolling

In memory of Kathleen Kathy Thompson
Ms. Ruth J. Childers

In memory of Kathy Delaney
Ms. Patty Cohlhepp

In memory of Ken & Betty Goodrich
Nancy McLaughlin

In memory of Kenneth A. Shealy
Arthur L. Steiger

In memory of Kenneth Groh
Mrs. Kathleen Groh

In memory of Kenneth Groh
Mrs. Kathleen Groh

In memory of Kenneth Groh
Mrs. Kathleen Groh

In memory of Kenneth L. Smith
Mrs. Margaret Smith

In memory of Kessoe Landsperger
Nancy Landsperger

In memory of Kristen Leigh Whims
Mrs. Gerald Whims

In memory of Larry J. Tustison
W. C. Lendermon

In memory of Lawrence McKiddy
Mrs. Raymadene Johnson

In memory of Lawrence Schuler
Ruth Livesey

In memory of Leo O’Connor
Nancy O’Connor

In memory of Lester Peters
Craig Peters

In memory of Louise Van Valkenburgh
W. A. Vanvalkenburgh

In memory of Lowell Carey
Larry Miller

In memory of Lucille & John Motz
Barbara J. Zimmerman

In memory of Lynn & Richard F
Andi Gelsthorpe

In memory of Lynne P. Wheeler
Mr. & Mrs. Bob Wheeler

In memory of Mabel Dollahite
Ray Dollahite

In memory of Maraget ‘Pud’ Davies
Sharon Breaux

In memory of Margaret Durant Baxley
Wayne Burdette

In memory of Margaret Orth
Margaret Orth

In memory of Maria Traylor
Warren Traylor

In memory of Marie De Luca
Mr. Andrew M. Rohman

In memory of Marion & Sylvester Murphy
Ms. Elizabeth Henneberg

In memory of Marion Yaratch
Mr. Frank Yaratch

In memory of Marjorie Great Neck
Marjorie Lange

In memory of Marjory Devoe
Marjory Devoe

In memory of Marsha Ann Pike Thomasson
Andy Eschner

In memory of Marsha Ann Thomasson
James Marshall

In memory of Marsha Thomasson
Allison Sateren

In memory of Marsha Thomasson
Dennis and Mary Burk Pike

In memory of Marsha Thomasson
Linda Cissell

In memory of Martha Cartwright
Mrs. Martha K. Cartwright

In memory of Martha Clodfelter
Gene E. Clodfelter

In memory of Mary Agnes Tomchak
Cynthia Trapanie
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In memory of Mary D. and AlbeRt. Ritacco
John Ritacco
In memory of Mary Davis
Sherry Smith
In memory of Mary Louise Heiselman
Evelyn Crawford
In memory of Mary Louise Heiselman
Charles C. & Mei Mei Bond
In memory of Mary Louise Heiselman
Lynda & John Cannon
In memory of Mary Louise Huselman
Charlotte Moyer
In memory of Mary Ruth Colvin
Joe Robinson
In memory of Mary Sudhoff
Carol S. Runyan
In memory of Matthew Philip
Gratten Pedretti
Mr. John Y Grattan, Jr.
In memory of Maxine & Ernest Hyde
Martin Beninson
In memory of Maxine Beninson-Hyde
Martin Beninson
In memory of Milt and Betty Gunem
Julie Tew
In memory of Minnie Urbanek
Eileen A. Basser
In memory of Miriam Walker
Addison P. Cook
In memory of Mom - Margaret & Dad - Dominick
Mr. Charles Traina
In memory of Mona Lisa Coyle
Joe Robinson
In memory of Morley I Hartwig
JoAnn Schmidt
In memory of Morton Isaacs
Alison Sutton
In memory of Mr. & Mrs. Rafael Coronado
Salvacion H. Coronado, Md
In memory of Mr. & Mrs. William G. Neal
Mrs. Joannie Neal
In memory of Mr. J Rodney Bascom
Mr. J Rodney Bascom
In memory of Mrs. Lamae Spaniolo
Matilda Wykosky
In memory of Mrs. Ola Lamberson
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald E. Bane
In memory of Mrs. Pat Hartog
Mr. Robert N. Hartog
In memory of My Brother John
Susan C. Horn
In memory of My Brother
Sheila Horras
In memory of My Daughter Carolyn
E. Jaworski
In memory of My Late Husband
Ms. Iris D. Nelsonschwartz
In memory of My Sister Anne
Susan C. Horn
In memory of My Sister
Leola Abels
In memory of Nettie C. Mays
Mary Campbell
In memory of Parents John & Agnes Bro. John Wahl
Mr. Robert Wahl
In memory of Phyllis A. Slone
Mr. & Mrs. Charles and Phyl Slope
In memory of Ralph Beiting
William Martonik
In memory of Randy Smith
Mr. Bill Saunders
In memory of Ray E. Cook
Edith B. Cook
In memory of Raymond & Rosina Laperuta
Ms. Roslyn Laperuta
In memory of Reba Marcum
Gerald D. Botner
In memory of Rev. Father Beiting
Gail Daniels
In memory of Rev. Joseph P. Dixon
Ms. Reinhold K. Dixon
In memory of Rev. Ralph Beiting
Gislin Dagnelie
Huay-min W. Pu
In memory of Richard Cutch
Kathie Ruiz
In memory of Richard Lance Gist
Martha Sorrells
In memory of Richard Sullivan
Sara Sullivan
In memory of Robert Borger
Marilyn Borger
In memory of Robert L. Foster
Walt & Billie Wintin
In memory of Roland Gooding
Ms. Joan Gooding
In memory of Ron Wegrzyn
Patricia Wegrzyn
In memory of Rosa Maria Pietersz
Ms. Judith Pietersz
In memory of Rosalie Myers
Robert Myers
In memory of Ruth Mowday
Barry Mowday
In memory of Samuel Montes
Estrella Montes
In memory of Sidney O. Griner
Mr. Sidney O. Griner
In memory of Steve Taylor
Mr. Walker Carriker
In memory of Sue Sells
Betty Ruch
In memory of Sylvia L. Day
Charles A. Day
In memory of Taika Seiyu Oyata
Peter R. Colombini
In memory of Taylor Feda
Michelin Feda
In memory of Telesforo L. Sucgang
Josefa Mercado
In memory of Terry Schultz
Ione Scott
In memory of Tod Owen Doolittle
Judie Doolittle
In memory of Vernie Blair Collins
Harvey Collins, Ph.D
In memory of Viola Pedersen
Mrs. Viola Pedersen
In memory of Violet (Collins) Kirtlan
Harvey Collins, Ph.D
In memory of Vivian Hoyle
Ms. Diane Mullis Nance
In memory of Wade H. James
Mr. Michael E. Waldecki
In memory of Wanda Dicus
Mr. James Dicus
In memory of Wayman Mumpower
Ms. Eureka Lee
In memory of William G. Harter Sr.
Pat Harter
In memory of William J. Pendergast
Mrs. C. M. Sundholm
| In honor of Agnes Ester AltmAn | JD John Duval |
| Wesley W. Altman          | In honor of John & Sue Lavender | Ms. Constance Wincek |
| In honor of Andrea Wicks  | In honor of John Leonard Fraklin | Lauren Franklin |
| Floydette Seal           | In honor of Joyce & Jerry Ruplinger | Ms. S. Dabecco |
| In honor of Aunt Virginia Jones | In honor of Joyce Thomas(Deceased Wife) | Frederick Thomas |
| Mr. Bob W. Barnard       | In honor of Judge B. Wilson II | Eliz Culbreth |
| In honor of Cara Kreiser | In honor of Julita Odon | Maria-Ester Watso |
| Ms. Teresa Via           | In honor of Katie Martin & Brandon Thurman | Darlyne Lowman, Larry & Ann Odellius |
| In honor of Carole Magnifico | In honor of Margaret Lawrence. My Parents | Lois Kelley |
| Felicia G. Magnifico     | In honor of Marjorie Lange | Marjorie Lange |
| In honor of Cassie Robinson | In honor of Mary Jane Lambert | Mr. Paul Lambert |
| Joe Robinson             | In honor of Mary Murray Maloney | Ms. Barbara Withum |
| In honor of Christopher D’Ambrosio | In honor of Mike Mclaughlin | Mr. Guy Adams |
| Katherine Hudson         | In honor of Mom and Niece | Ms. Beverly Michaud |
| In honor of Chuks Okafor | In honor of Mr. & Mrs. Joe Cheek | Mrs. Tommie B. Jones |
| Chuks Okafor             | In honor of Mr. & Mrs. William G. Neal | Mrs. Joannie Neal |
| In honor of Dave Strader | In honor of Mrs. Carlene Aldridge | Susan Dean |
| Edward L. Davis          | In honor of My Lord & Savior | William E. Vsetecka |
| In honor of Derek        | In honor of Our Lord and Savior | Jesus Christ |
| Sigrid Brooks            | Jeffrey Dougall | Lorraine V. Jones-Galloway |
| In honor of Donna Donna Deliberto | In honor of Pat & Sue Rocco Family | Mrs. Joanne Bartos |
| Richard Albert Jr        | In honor of Rev. Andy Hunter | James Robertson |
| In honor of Emma Marie Phillips | In honor of Rev. Ralph Beiting | Mr. & Mrs. Robert D. Talbot |
| Mary L. Pollard          | In honor of Robert Friedrich | Mary Lynch |
| In honor of Father       | In honor of Sally Ousley | Mr. Guy Adams |
| Jo Ann Mizikar           | In honor of Sara Connell | Mr. W. Connell, Jr. |
| In honor of Gillian Yates| In honor of Scott Knickman & ra | Lindy Marks |
| Friend                   | In honor of The Poor of The United States | Alan Hill |
| In honor of H. Bernard Abraham | In honor of Those Who Have Needs | Mr. John Schwartz |
| Mary Ann Hanselman       | In honor of Tim Mallard | Evelyn Espy |
| In honor of Hazel M. Hawk | In honor of William H. Edmondson | Ms. Ruth A. Edmondson |
| John Hawk                | In honor of Williams Families | Sue A. Preston |
| In honor of Hudson Ford  | In honor of Jesus Christ | JD John Duval |
| Ryan L. Chapman          | In honor of John & Sue Lavender | Ms. Constance Wincek |
| In honor of Jesus’ Name  | In honor of John Leonard Fraklin | Lauren Franklin |
| William Fultz            | In honor of Joyce & Jerry Ruplinger | Ms. S. Dabecco |
| In honor of Isom Sandlick | In honor of Joyce Thomas(Deceased Wife) | Frederick Thomas |
| Presbyterian Church      | In honor of Judge B. Wilson II | Eliz Culbreth |
| Ms. Mattie Hart          | In honor of Julita Odon | Maria-Ester Watso |
| In honor of James Lee Barnett | In honor of Katie Martin & Brandon Thurman | Darlyne Lowman, Larry & Ann Odellius |
| Ms. Rhonda Lea Price     | In honor of Margaret Lawrence. My Parents | Lois Kelley |
| In honor of Jana Arend   | In honor of Marjorie Lange | Marjorie Lange |
| K. Szymanowski           | In honor of Mary Jane Lambert | Mr. Paul Lambert |
| In honor of Janet Glovak | In honor of Mary Murray Maloney | Ms. Barbara Withum |
| Mr. Larry M. Hagedorn    | In honor of Mike Mclaughlin | Mr. Guy Adams |
| In honor of Jeff Roberts | In honor of Mom and Niece | Ms. Beverly Michaud |
| Valerie or Rich Bagwell  | In honor of Mr. & Mrs. Joe Cheek | Mrs. Tommie B. Jones |
| In honor of Jesus Christ Our Lord | In honor of Mr. & Mrs. William G. Neal | Mrs. Joannie Neal |
| Ferrell Clements         | In honor of Mrs. Carlene Aldridge | Susan Dean |
| Judith Ritter           | In honor of My Lord & Savior | William E. Vsetecka |
| Mr. Bob W. Barnard      | In honor of Our Lord and Savior | Jesus Christ |
|                         | Jeffrey Dougall | Lorraine V. Jones-Galloway |
|                         | In honor of Pat & Sue Rocco Family | Mrs. Joanne Bartos |
|                         | In honor of Rev. Andy Hunter | James Robertson |
|                         | In honor of Rev. Ralph Beiting | Mr. & Mrs. Robert D. Talbot |
|                         | In honor of Robert Friedrich | Mary Lynch |